The real
3rd WORLD WAR
THE SUGGESTIONS
by the CROPS

THE HAPPENINGS
by the HOLY Virgin Mary in Anguera

LUKE 21, 20 "When you see Jerusalem surrounded by armies, know that its
desolation is at hand.
21 Then those in Judea must flee to the mountains. Let those within the city escape
from it, and let those in the countryside not enter the city,
22 for these days are the time of punishment when all the scriptures are fulfilled.

Mark 13, 14 "When you see the desolating abomination standing where he should not

(let the reader understand), then those in Judea must flee to the mountains,
15 (and) a person on a housetop must not go down or enter to get anything out of
his house,
16 and a person in a field must not return to get his cloak.
17 Woe to pregnant women and nursing mothers in those days.
18 Pray that this does not happen in winter.

17-8-2016 CROP recalls the “SIX” star: the ISRAEL
and the encirclement armies on external pushing from everywhere
Number of Lines
6 x 3 = 18
6 x 5 = 30
6 x 8 = 48
6 x 5 = 30
1
TOTAL 127
17-8-2016 + 127 =

The men from the big
beard are preparing a
great evil action. In
different areas and at the
same time there will be
suffering and pain. An
army will explode 2,548 14.07.2005

The Colosseum will collapse. 2553 - 24.07.2005

THE HOLY VIRGIN MARY PREDICTED

THE EVILS PROMISED
WHO TO DO YOU BELIEVE IN?

a beautiful city on two famous rivers will be ruined. Sought for sin, a source
of inspiration for poets. The fire will consume. Of its tower will remain only
rubble 2,491 - 05.03.2005
Israel will live the anguish of a condemned, because they will be surprised by
the men of terror. 2544 - 03/07/2005
Israel will cry. Death
will pass and it will be
great destruction. The
great city will be
surrounded and its
inhabitants will know
a heavy cross. 2899 06/10/2007

JESUS will appear
in the GREAT WARNING
May 2017?

IRAN against ISRAEL
the ferocious bear [russia] will feed the lion [IRAN] and this will gain great
strength to the attack - 2902 13/10/2007
The lion sons [Iran] will act with great fury against the house of God 3,006 05/06/2008
Jerusalem and many neighboring cities will experience a heavy cross. Great
shall be the devastation 3,145 - 10/04/2009
In Jerusalem a happening will attract the world's attention. For the Church
will be a great suffering 3,027 - 17/07/2008
the furious lion [Iran] will attack the Church and cause great suffering to My
poor children 3.030 - 22/07/2008 The minds will unite and will plan a major
attack
nuclear and biological weapons will be used by men with big beards and
terror will spread to various nations. 2518 - 03.05.2005
The Middle East will tremble with the great atomic holocaust. 327228/1/2010

23-7-2016 CROP
Need to find the reference
10 x 3= 30 +10
15 x 3 = 45 +15
5 x 3 = 15 + 5 = 120
4 x 5 = 20 + 4
2 x 5 = 10 + 2 = 36
23-7-2016 + 156 =

26-12-2016

Total 156

ISRAEL against IRAN
The city of Jerusalem will be destroyed and when the great tribulation will
be, the city will not be recognized; it will remain just a big desert 2,514 26.04.2005 (Luke 19,43)
the Savior city will disappear [Bethlehem or Nazareth], but men of faith will
be safe 2,636 - 02/02/2006
Bethlehem will live the anguish of a condemned man. The destruction will be
great and my poor children will experience a heavy cross. 3.311 - April 27,
2010
The Savior country [ISRAEL] will suffer a lot, but when he hears the defeat
will defend itself with weapons that spread the fire in the sky. 2501 26.03.2005
Iran will be devastated by Israel. The earth will shake and tremble for the
great atomic holocaust. 2557 - 04.08.2005

24-7-2016 CROP
Airport tower
CROP direction

south
E-S-E

E-S-E

E-S-E

south

24-7-2016 CROP
5 circles = the alliances
Internal SIX “cross-flower” = the ISRAEL destroyed – two petals missing
The 3 concentrical YELLOW circle the 3WW explosion starts from here
Even if a “fooling man of peace” will come. He is the antichrist

THE GLOBAL WAR

Global war
Where is the START?

E-S-E

E-S-E

The start is ISRAEL destruction where
from “the fooling man of peace” – the
antichrist - will promise peace, but the
3WW will explode because:
there will come a day when the furious lion
[iran] will kneel himself at the feet of the
dragon [China]. The union of the fairs will
bring great suffering for my poor children
3281 - 17 February 2010.

Approaching the time of the great battle. A fast focus will fall upon men. The
valve will open. 2820 - 05.04.2007 The leader of a great nation will suffer an
attack. The danger of a third war becomes real an attack 2540 - 25.06.2005.
the struggle between the two giants will claim the lives of many innocents.
The fury of the beast will leave thousands of corps scattered on the earth
and mankind will go through the pain. 2474 - 25.01.2005
The wise men came together and have prepared destruction in the
laboratory. Men will see the death where it exists the mean to give life 2,487 24.02.2005
Smallpox will be used as a weapon against a nation by men from the big
beard. The suffering will be great for many. 2531 - 04.06.2005
The men from the big beard will act in a big city. In the laboratory is of great
destruction weapon was prepared. 2575 - 13.09.2005
It is a disease and will be worse than all those that have ever existed. Men
will be contaminated and millions of dead bodies will be scattered
everywhere. 2719 - 12/08/2006
The West will tremble for the disastrous event caused by the invisible
enemy. 2923 - 27/11/2007 A devastating force sweeping Europe causing
destruction and death. 3.303 - April 7, 2010

The Holy Virgin Mary in Anguera:
- Dear children, many people attending Protestant churches thinking that belong to
God. They are wrong. The people of that lot is for sure on the road to perdition. Dear
children, the religion founded by My Son is Catholic, that is living faith. The rest
comes from the devil. N. 29 - 9 April 1988
The day will come when many will repent of life lived without God, but for many it
will be too late. Humanity is on the brink of self-destruction that men have prepared
with their own hands. The Angels of the Lord will be sent and all the righteous will
be protected. 4.331 – 6-7-2016

22-4-2017

14-8-2016

14-8 / 16-10

17-10 / 24-12

26-12 / 28-02

1-3 / 22-4

8 months left to conversion to catholicism
but for many it will be too late
In the great shipwreck of faith, only those who have been faithful
will be saved. 3.932 - 28 gennaio 2014

The TWO POLES
THE EXPLOSION - one POLE against the other in ONE BIBLE HOUR
Revelation 18,10 They will keep their distance for fear of the torment inflicted on her,
and they will say: "Alas, alas, great city, Babylon, mighty city. In one hour your
judgment has come." 17 In one hour this great wealth has been ruined.

USA

CHINA
IRAN

ISRAEL

EU

RUSSIA

22-7-2016 CROP the EVIL FEAR

CROP direction south

CROP direction

22-7-2016 CROP the EVIL FEAR
Iberia will be the nest of the fairs, which will bring great suffering for
mankind. 2693 - 13/06/2006

CROP direction

CROP direction south

Russia against EU
Russia will make an agreement and by this agreement will be built
something painful for men. The plague will not allow those who have been
contaminated to recognize. Those who have been infected will be unable to
think. 2520 - 10.05.2005
Europe's population will decline alarmingly. Multitudes will seek relief in
many regions of the earth. Rich and poor will go in the same direction and
eat the same bread. Faith will be present in a few hearts 3.804 - April 13,
2013
Russia will be a stone for many nations and Rome will be destroyed by fire
3.207 - August 29, 2009
The ferocious bear [Russia] will go in search of its space. What men have
placed in the top, God will do it fall to the ground [satellites?] 2,788 20.01.2007
Pray for the people of Hannover 2771 - 10/12/2006

The land of the queen will live moments of great tribulation. A destructive
fire will come upon her. 2795 - 06.02.2007
The ferocious bear will go to various nations and will arrive in Rome. There
he will leave his mark, and blood will flow on earth 2498 - 20.03.2005

22-7-2016 CROP – the EVIL FEAR

17 teeth
as the year

17 teeth
as the year

2 evil horns
A circular saw
17+17 = 34

the evil

34 + 2 horns=

36 days of
evildoing
Counter phase means 2 circular saws one against the other destructing themselves
They WILL DESTROY EACH OTHER

Russia against EU
Rome will lose its glory and fame and suffering will be great for my poor
children 2,622 - 31.12.2005
An army will march to Europe leaving a trail of destruction and death 2708 18/07/2006
The destruction will arrive in North Italy and Denia [Spain] will bring a heavy
cross. 2710 - 22/07/2006
The Netherlands will drink the bitter cup of pain. Death will pass 2,720 15/08/2006
Marseille will be destroyed 2,732 - 12/09/2006
Those who are on the banks of the Rhine will ask for help. 2737 - 23/09/2006
Hungary will live moments of difficulty. Terror will come and My poor children
will weep and lament 2740 - 30/09/2006
FRANCE - The Great Bear will rise up against you. September 2, 2007
Europe will tremble. Three countries will ask for help 3.513 - July 19, 2011
The Netherlands will drink the bitter cup of pain. Death will pass 2,720 15/08/2006

23-7-2016 CROP the pentagone=usasionists – the 5 pointed star: the masons/antichrist
10 x 3= 30 +10
15 x 3 = 45 +15
5 x 3 = 15 + 5 = 120
4 x 5 = 20 + 4
2 x 5 = 10 + 2 = 36

Total 156

23-7-2016 + 156 = 26-12-2016
THE DAY AFTER THE GREAT WARNING
Negatives (MEANS WAR) from internal
1 x 5 = 5 sides + 1 (the pentagone itself)
5 x 3= 15 sides + 5 (the triangles themselves)
5 x 4 = 20 sides + 5 (the quadrilaters themselves)
5 x 5 = 25 sides + 5 (the pentagones themselves)
10 x 3 = 30 sides + 10 (the triangles themselves)
10 x 3 = 30 sides + 10 (the triangles themselves)
5 points
Sum of the REDS = 130
26-12-2016 + 130 = 5-5-2017
SUM of REDs and BLUE = 166
26-12-2016 + 166 = 10-6-2017
Difference 36

days

China against USA
The dragon [China] will fight to the Eagle [US] and will launch and focus
on her children, causing the destruction of much of its nest [country]
2,492 - 08.03.2005
the eagle will not fly quiet. Its nest will tremble and there will be dismay
3.280 - 16 February 2010
The eagle's nest will be flooded and there will be great destruction. Terror
will spread and My poor children will weep and lament. 3.347 - July 18,
2010

The dragon [China] will meet with the [US] Eagle will launch and focus
The bird * will be injured in the coast and many nests destroyed. A
onmountain
her children,
causing
the will
destruction
much of its
nest [country]
will fall
and there
be great of
destruction
in many
regions.
2,492
- 08.03.2005
Russia
will stumble and proud man will act with the strength given to him
by evil.2.780 - 01.01.2007 [* eagle]
The enemies will come in Manhattan and my poor children will carry a
heavy cross. 2924 - 01/12/2007
The great brain of humanity [USA] will fall and people will feel the force
of the great commander of the East sword ... The rat walks underground
in the direction of the white palace after passing through the two rivers
with wild animals names 16 April 2008 [Ferreira prophecies] * [River POTOMAC -> Army
of POTOMAC - and Anacostia River in Washington DC]

CHINA against Russia

There will come a day when the furious dragon will launch fire on
Bear's nest 2930 - 15/12/2007 – [china shoots towars Russia]
The union of men from the big beard with those of red will cause great
pain to humanity. 2908 - 27/10/2007
The stones will fall on the bear fierce. 2753 - 31/10/2006
Russia will stumble and will face a heavy cross 2,717 - 08/08/2006
Russia will stumble and a proud man will act with the strength given to
him by the devil 2,780 - 01.01.2007

9-8-2012 CROP
The straight cross + Eucharist
The GREAT WARNING SIGN
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9-8-2012 CROP
The straight cross + Eucharist
The GREAT WARNING SIGN on 25th december 2016
25-12-2016 + 181 =
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24-6-2017
Saint Joseph Baptist
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27-6-2016 CROP
the “6” ISRAEL STAR reappears
4 circles x 10 petals = 40
4 circles x 12 petals = 48
2 ellips x 2 petals = 4

92

X 2 sides = 184

27-6-2016 + 184 =

28-12-2016
We may assume Israel seems to be still integer

27-6-2016 CROP

But “6” days before this crop

Appears the 21-6-2016 CROP
The external encirclement again and the internal destruction

21-6-2016 CROP
The we count all the internal triangles included in each circle

Pink+yellow 6 circles x 7 x 3 = 126
L.Blue + red 6 circles x 4 x 3 = 72
SUBTOTAL 198
WHITE 1 circle x 12 x 3 = 36
BLU 1 circle x 6 x 3 = 18
Orange 1 circle x 6 + 1 = 7
The Orange has an internal round
side + 6 on the external side

198 + 61 =

259

21-6-2016 +

259 = 7-3-2017

5-5-2017
Napoleon Bonaparte death date

The starting date of world selfdestroyng empires in a 3WW

10-6-2017
The ENDING date and the restart of antichrist ?

575 agony hours left to

21-7-2017
When the SUN will implode

Saint Padre Pio da Petrelcina said: Get ready to experience three days in total darkness.
These three days are very close ... And these days you'll be as dead, without eating or
drinking. Then the light will return. But many will be men who will not see it anymore.
The earth will tremble and panic will be great ... The earth is sick. The earthquake will be
like a snake: I feel crawling on all sides. And many will fall stones. And many men perish.
A land will disappear... a great land. A country will be erased forever from the map ...
And with it it will be dragged through the mud history, wealth and men. .. From the
wrath of God will not spare the men of science, but the men of heart. A meteor will fall
on the earth and everything will jump. It will be a disaster, much worse than a war.
Many things will be deleted. And this will be one of the signs ... .. You will have tragic
moments. Beware of the months of May. I still see floods,earthquakes,. .. Pray for the
three days of darkness that you will live, but do not lose. .. We will be missing the most
essential things. Fate of supplies, at least for three months ... Everything will fall in no
time. When you will realize it, you will already have the avalanche on you. Humanity is
closer to the abyss ... Try to stay close, to help you, because you'll need one another for
help. .. Many men are in front of the precipice and do not see it.

27-8-2016 Self- explained CROP
the restart of the antichrist managing the 4 beasts
fascism/nazism/socialism/communism persecution to the
remaining catholic church and to the world

Attack with great fury of the sacrament of the Eucharist, leading many to
lose faith in the real presence of my Jesus. 2973 - 20/03/2008
You will see horrors on earth. Many men will be seduced by fair and marked
by its sign. 2532 - 05.06.2005
The men will be branded and enslaved. 2571 - 06.09.2005
The day will come when men will be obliged to deny the real presence of
Jesus in the Eucharist. The faithful will be threatened and brought to trial
3,000 - 22/05/2008
The tabernacles will be retired and only secretly men can worship the Lord.
For the Church is the great persecution. Like the early Christians, you will be
persecuted and brought to trial. 3008 - 08/06/2008
for the Church the moment will come of its great agony. From the mountains
will drop the blood of the consecrated faithful. The Church of My Jesus will
live the pain of the ordeal. A man dressed in white will be persecuted and led
to death. On the feast of a great martyr, the faithful have something to cry
and complain. 2996 - 13/05/2008. [Note: 13/05 is the Fatimas day. The
Virgin is talking about the 3rd secret of Fatima realization.]

27-8-2016 same date Self-explained CROP
fascist/nazist/social/communist
GLOBAL NEW WORLD ORDER under
the slavery of the anticrist

611 agony hours left to

23-7-2017
When Jesus Christ will return back to pretend His Kingdom and the
antichrist world will be remade in a sudden in the NEW SKIES and NEW
EARTH

22-7-2008 CROP circle supplyes the Apocalyps plague dates

“3 days of darkenss”

29-6-17 – San Peter & Paul – Catholic church crys for max anticrhist persecution

36 hours (see 2017
calendary)

13-5-17 - FATIMAs century Earth on new orbit 16 hours/day [*] Revelation 8,12
01-5-17 – Holy Mary months beginning Second Sun seen and/or Comet strike the Earth

GREAT WARNING
22-7-2000 / 9-8-2012
14-8-2008 / 8-8-2008 / 3-82010 CROPS

9-8-2012 CROP

3rd WW
CINA RUSSIA
IRAN SIRIA
Against all

LAST 1025 hours
(see 2017 calendary)

REV 9,13
+ caresty

2017

666

antichrist days [include 3 days of darkness]

28-9-2015
4th Moon
Blood Eclipse

Antichrist persecution
6-6-17
Antichrist max
evildoing

IRAN
ISRAEL
WAR

31-7-2012 CROP
17-6-2012 CROP
Acts of Apostles chap. 2°,17-20;

Melting Earth poles - ocean evaporation - diluvial
rains – earthquakes allover – Tsunami and death
vulcano explosions – 16-15-14-13-12 hours per
day for the last “70 days” - Revelation 8,12 - the
last LENT before resurrection

Acts of Apostles
CROPS of:
09-7-2005;
21-8-2005;
16-8-2009;
28-7-2012;

9-8-2005 CROP

chap. 2°, 17-21/ ASTRONOMIC CALCULATION
29-8-2013
24-7-2014
16-8-2014
22-6-2015

Sun & Second Sun crash

SUN 23-7-2017

HOLY PLACE destruction

The catholic white
dressed bishop
climbing the
mountain is killed
3rd FATIMAs
secret realized

SAT 22-7-2017

24-6-2017

03-4-17 – Earth rivolution start slow down

New HOLY WEEK

FRI 21-7-2017

16/22-4-17 – Global Earthquakes

THU 20-7-2017

Earth axis start to tilt 90°

WED 19-7-2017

LAST SUNDAY 16-7-2017

22-4-17 – Jesus manifestation Sunday Earth starts Orbit traslation
16-4-17 - Catholic EASTER

Skies will rip – New Heavens and new Earth
RESSURECTION OF THE DEAD and TRANSFORMATION of the LIVING

Last review 31-3-2017

NO TIME DIMENSION
NO energy on Earth
LAST 36 hours

13-8-2005
CROP

